
Lighting and Low 
Vision Aids 

Lamps Magnifiers Magnifiers

11w Daylight•	 TM tube (60w equiv)
Weighted table base•	
360˚ degree rotation•	
Contrasting on/off switch•	

£39.95

D33040, White
D33041, Black

PL DESK LAMP

13w Daylight•	 TM tube (75w equiv)
Lightweight and foldable•	

£34.95

D33150

CLASSIC 
PORTABLE LAMP

Gives 3 hours of light on batteries•	
13w Daylight•	 TM tube (75w equiv) 
Rechargeable batteries included•	

£69.95

D38007

RECHARGEABLE 
PORTABLE LAMP

20w Daylight•	 TM bulb (100w equiv) 
Height adjustable•	
Anti-trip cable holders•	

£125.00

D31067

FLEXI-VISION 
FLOOR 
LAMP

Reading magnifier with a lightweight 
aspherical lens. The mount and handle are 
made of high quality matt black plastic.

Magnification: 2.5x / +6dpt

Lens size: 100 x 50 mm

£44.95

88150

SEMPRAL 2.5x
Reading magnifier with a lightweight 
aspherical lens. The mount and handle are 
made of high quality matt black plastic.

Magnification: 4x / +12dpt

Lens size: 70mm diameter

£34.95

88700

SEMPRAL 4x

Tried and tested quality hand magnifier 
from CTP Coil Ltd. The Hi-Power range 
offers a quality bi-aspheric lens, with an 
ergonomically designed frame for relaxed 
use with either the right or left hand.

Magnification: 2.3x / +5.2dpt
Lens size: 97 x 71 mm

£54.95
5216

COIL 2.3x

Folding magnifier with aspherical 
lightweight lens. Mount and folding handle 
made of plastic. Metal bases foldable 
and adjustable to reading angle (inclined 
viewing).

Magnification: 2.5x / +6dpt
Lens size: 100 x 50 mm 

£44.95
90500

Sir 2.5 x 

Uses an LED light source producing 
extraordinary quality light. The LED light 
diodes have a life expectancy of 10 years, 
thus eliminating bulb changes. From 
just one set of batteries you can expect 
to receive in excess of 110 hours use, 
removing the need  for mains adaptors. 
The lightest, most portable illuminated 
stand magnifier available today.

£69.95
14520

OKOLUX PLUS
LED 3x

Uses an LED light source producing 
extraordinary quality light. The LED light 
diodes have a life expectancy of 10 years, 
thus eliminating bulb changes. From 
just one set of batteries you can expect 
to receive in excess of 110 hours use, 
removing the need  for mains adaptors. 
The lightest, most portable illuminated 
stand magnifier available today.

£63.95
14420

OKOLUX PLUS
LED 4x

Incorporates a powerful LED light source, 
with a built in rechargeable battery and 
no switch. The Autotouch also comes 
complete with a strong carrying case, and a 
mains recharger.

Magnification: 3x / +8dpt
Lens size: 42mm diameter

£69.95
8270

COIL 
AUTOTOUCH 3X Incorporates a powerful LED light source, 

with a built in rechargeable battery and 
no switch. The Autotouch also comes 
complete with a strong carrying case, and 
a mains recharger.

Magnification: 5x / +16dpt
Lens size: 40mm diameter

£69.95
8146

COIL 
AUTOTOUCH 5X

The only LED pocket magnifier to use 3AAA 
batteries giving it 120 hours battery life. The 
most lightweight and portable illuminated 
pocket magnifier available today. Designed 
to include very simple battery changes.

Magnification: 4x / +12dpt
Lens size: 70mm diameter
13920 £39.95

Magnification: 6x / +20dpt
Lens size: 55mm diameter
13820 £34.95

OKOLUX PLUS
MOBIL 4x / 6x

Simple , easy to use, a hand held device 
that can be used to magnify anything 
through any TV using video input.

•	ergonomic	and	easy	to	use
•	SCART	connection	with	auto-detect
•	6-9	feet	of	easy	store	cable
•	Durable,	CE	approved	,	built	to	last
•	both	available	in:

24 x magnification on a 20” TV :(High)
13 x Magnification on a 20” TV : (Low)

MonoMouse  13x/24x £119.95
ColourMouse  13x/24x £199.95

MONO / 
COLOUR MOUSE

Large magnification area (145 x 105 mm). 
Hanging the “EasiView” around the neck 
allows for the magnifier to sit on your chest,  
leaving your hands free to work. The large 
lens also makes this product ideal for 
reading.

Magnification: 1.7x / +3dpt

£19.95
5820

EASIVIEW 1.7x

The Hi-power fixed stand magnifier from 
CTP Coil Ltd, with an adjustable head for 
maximum ambient light.

Magnification: 3x / +8dpt
Lens size: 81mm diameter

£54.95
5213

COIL STAND x3

The Hi-power fixed stand magnifier from 
CTP Coil Ltd, with a cantilever head for 
maximum ambient light.

Magnification: 6x / +20dpt
Lens size: 50mm diameter

£34.95
4206

COIL STAND 
x6

This round, dome shaped magnifier helps 
to increase the illumination of the visual 
field by guiding all available light onto the 
page. Protective pouch also supplied.

Magnification: 1.8x

Lens size: 50mm diameter
93067  £19.95
Lens size: 65mm diameter
93068  £34.95
Lens size: 80mm diameter
93069  £44.95

BRIGHTFIELD
50/65/80 mm

This magnifying ruler is made of pure 
optical plastic, it’s design also incorporates 
a handle for comfortable use. It provides 
2x magnification and is perfect for reading 
and following lines of text.

Magnification: 2x 
Dimensions: 165mm  x 20mm

£19.95
43220

BAR MAGNIFIER 
2x Fine quality short focus monocular that 

can be focused from approximately 
14 inches to infinity. To focus, simply 
turn tube either clockwise or counter 
clockwise. Supplied in soft pouch with 
neck strap and lens cloth.

Magnification: 4x

£94.95
170

SHORT 
FOCUSED 
MONOCULARS

The Outside Clinic offer a range of 

‘Daylight Lamps’ as well as magnifiers. 

In 1990, Patrick Jacquelin discovered the daylight bulb on a trip 

abroad. Recognizing that natural daylight is the healthiest and most 

comfortable light for our eyes, he realised that this ‘daylight simulation 

effect’ could benefit thousands of individuals who need natural light 

for everyday tasks and hobbies that involved intricate detail and colour 

matching. From this The Daylight Company was created. Since then, 

the company has steadily grown and today they are the market-leading 

brand of speciality lighting technology for the hobby industry across 

Europe and also work alongside charities like the RNIB to develop new 

products for people with visual impairment.

The Outside Clinic, Old Town Court, 10/14 High Street,
Old Town, Swindon, Wiltshire SN1 3EP

freephone 0800 85 44 77        www.outsideclinic.com Reproduced by kind permission of The Daylight Lamp Company 
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Brilliant Solutions...
                                 for everyone

from left to right: Pl desk lamp  D33040 white  £39.95,  Classic 
portable lamp  D33150  £34.95, Flexi-vision floor lamp  D31067  
£125.00, Okolux Plus LED 4x  14420  £63.95,  Sir 2.5x  90500  
£44.95, Rechargeable portable lamp  D38007  £69.95, Coil  
stand x3  5213 £54.95, Sempral 2.5x 88150 £44.95,Okolux Plus 
Mobil 4x  13920 £39.95.

Sempral 4x 
88700
£34.95

Coil Autotouch 3x
8270
£69.95

Brightfield 65mm
93068
£34.95

Lighting and Low 
Vision Aids

Following many years of experience 
within the field of Vision Care, both as a 
provider of spectacles and Low Vision 
Aids, we have been able to bring together 
a comprehensive range of aids and 
equipment designed not only for people 
with a visual impairment but also to aid 
people with their day to day tasks, when 
their vision is not quite what it used to be.

Our product portfolio now represents a 
range of quality products, together with 
a cost-effective pricing policy. We can 
provide Low Vision Aids from the simplest 
magnifying glass to a more sophisticated 
Video Magnifier.

The Outside Clinic can provide a no 
obligation service, if you would like to find 
out more about which type of magnifier 
might be best for you. This service is 
backed by our usual no quibble refund 
policy on returns and all the other benefits 
of our loyalty card programmes.

Okolux Plus 
Mobil 6x  
13820
£34.95
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